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READY DESK REQUIRED ITEMS
1. The Physics binder. Add to the binder each time you get new handouts as if you were constructing a book.
That is, the newest pages are added to the end, not to the beginning.
2. Calculator. Scientific calculators are available at stores for approximately $10.
3. The pencil is our preferred writing instrument. Because we sometimes make mistakes, and pencils allow for
erasure. If you cannot live without a pen, have a pen. Labs must be completed in pencil.
4. Today’s handout/s. If multiple pages were given, have the active sheet (the one that’s being worked on) in
front of you and the inactive sheets stacked on your binder.
READY DESK FORBIDDEN ITEMS
1. Phone. All phones are to be powered off and stored securely in your pack. Not in your pocket, not in your
binder, not in the lap. Off and stored securely deep in your pack.Kindly have your phone off and stored prior to
entering class. Finish all phone-related activity prior to entering the classroom.
2. Earbuds or equivalent. These should be stored securely in your pack as well. Not threaded through your
shirt, not dangling on your chest or off your ears. Separated from your body, secured in your pack.
3. Books of any kind: textbooks, novels, comics, etc.
4. Packs of any kind: back-, lunch-, roller-, etc. Kindly store packs in the reserved storage spaces provided.
5. Food or drinks. Plain, colorless, unflavored water is allowed. Transparent containers may be kept on the
table, metal containers are to kept on the floor.
READY DESK ALLOWED BUT NOT REQUIRED ITEMS
1. Protractor/Ruler.
2. Do you fidget? Fidget silently using your non-dominant hand under the table. To the rest of us, it will be as if
you’re not even fidgeting at all. If your fidgeting becomes a distraction, you will need to discontinue. (FYI:
Cubes are safer than spinners; spinners are more likely to contain toxic materials.)
OCCASIONAL STATUS: TEST / TEST CORRECTION JOURNAL SECURITIZED!
In addition to the Ready Desk parameters, handouts, binders, and wristwatches are secured in the pack, just
like phones. Now it’s just you, your calculator, and your pencil.
OCCASIONAL STATUS: LAB QUIZ SECURITIZED!
In addition to the Ready Desk parameters, handouts, binders, calculators, and wristwatches are secured in the
pack, just like phones. Now it’s just you and your pencil. For LabQuizzes, completed lab handouts are allowed.

